
 

1. Market analysis examines the market DEMAND in relation to price. 
2. Industrial analysis attempts to interpret to this OVERALL RELEVANCE of a particular industry. 
3. The income statement shows the SALES AND PROFITABILITY of a business for a specific period of time. 
4. ATU stands for AWARENESS, TRIAL AND USAGE. 
5. The three (3) activities of a company cash flow activity are OPERATING, FINANCING AND INVESTING 

activities. 
6. Products analysis shows the MERITS and DRAWBACKS of a product. 
7. Bootstrapping also means SELF FUNDING. 
8. The first stage in product development is IDEA GENERATION and the last stage is LAUNCHING. 
9. To make bootstrapping effective BUILD YOUR BUSINESS ON BUDGET,BE FINACIALLY DISCIPLINE and 

LEARN FROM OTHERS. 
10.  ACHATINA FULICA is known as the East African snail.  
11.  ACHATINA ACHATINA is known as the Giant Ghana snail. 
12.  ACHATINA MARGINATA is known as Giant West African snail.  
13.  ACHATINA ACHATINA is the most desirable for farmers. 
14. The shell of the snail mainly consist of CALCIUM. 
15.  SANDY-LOAMY SOIL is the most desirable soil for snail. 
16.  A Snail house is called SNAILTRY. 
17.  The first stage of locust bean production is DEPODDING. 
18.  The last stage in locust bean production is FERMENTATION. 
19.  BEE COLONY is a complete biological unit and normally consists of one queen. 
20.  The male bees which develop for unfertilized eggs are DRONES.  
21.  In bee colony there is only ONE QUEEN. 
22.  Cooling of locust bean seeds takes 24hours which can be estimated to 50% of time used in processing 

of locust bean fruit to food condiment. 
23. POLLEN & NECTAR are the food of bees.  
24. The death season of bees is known as APRIL TO JUNE.  
25.  The honey flow session is NOVEMBER/DECEMBER TO FEBRUARY/MARCH.   
26.  The male bee is called the DRONE. 
27.  The female bee is called the WORKER. 
28.  The eggs laid by workers is not FERTILE and hatch into DRONES. 
29.  SWARMING means population control of honey bees. 
30. Much of the information for INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS can be obtained through MARKETING ANALYSIS. 
31. The moving of bees from one place to another in the colony is called MIGTATION.  
32.  Bee mating takes place on FLIGHT  
33.  The pest diseases of bee includes TSE TSE FLIES, TOAD,BIRD  e.tc 
34.  New born fish are called ALEVINS.  
35.  FINGER LINGS means baby fish. 
36. A FEATHER is a tool, it is spread over the ova to spread them out minimal damage.  
37. Leaving DEAD EGGS in the tray can lead to FUNGILES. 
38.  Dead ova (fish egg) can be identified by their white or OPAGUE COLOUR.  
39.  The Bee normally embark on ORIENTATION FLIGHT in order to familiarize themselves with the land 

mark around the hives. 
40. The tittle of GST203 is FEASIBILITY STUDY AND IVESTMENT DECISION MAKING. 
41. The singular factor for any investment decision is the ability to BEAR RISK.     

 

   


